Company Profile
Until now, Takenobe has nurtured inexperienced craftworkers in a short period of time with an
educational program that repeatedly specialized work with excellent veteran craftworkers as
instructors.
In addition, we have created technological innovations such as new construction methods and safer
paints, and we are growing our business scale. Then, we realize to provide an environment that can
polish skills with peace of mind so that all of our staffs have high-level goals and work with high
motivation. Takenobe focus on improving productivity through efforts to pass skill transfer with ICT
technology and through improvement of working efficiency.
In addition, we accept a wide range of talent including women and foreigners, For example, there
are some of female co-workers who play an active part as a construction site supervisor.
Will you cooperate in making a new painting company together with us?
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Number of Employees

The whole
company

84 persons

http://www.takenobe.co.jp/
100,000,000 JPY

Technical Employees

48 persons

Address 1-2-12 Miyakojima kitadori Miyakojima-ku Osaka-city Osaka
Contact
06-6921-2692
TEL
Us
Division

06-6925-6348
FAX
MAIL
Official
President and CEO Name
Position

yukio.takenobe@takenobe.co.jp

Yukio Takenobe

Takenobe is a long-established painting company of 68 years foundation. We are constructing a
painting work on properties contracted by major general contractors, government agencies, and
private companies.
In addition, renovation and reconstruction of detached houses and large apartment buildings are
constructed by ourselves.
We have abundantly experienced craftworkers with high technical skills, created a new construction
method cultivated in that technology, and acquired numerous patents and utility models.
Our painting business is expanding from JPY1.5 billion in annual sales in 2003 to estimated JPY3
billion in 2018.
In the near future, in the construction industry it is expected that a large number of elderly people
will leave, we are currently actively adopting ICT technology. For example, we visually record
veteran craftworkers’ skills and know-how, and are in process to build a sophisticated system
where everyone can see it with smartphone. We also develop painting robots and work on
improving skill-transfer and productivity with ICT technology, such as leaving the robot with work
that is versatile and has a heavy burden on human body.
Finally, diverse human resources such as women of a wide age and foreigners are active not only
in craftworkers but also in on-site supervision department and the ICT department.
<Hotel>
Four Seasons Hotel Kyoto
<Educational facility>
Kyoto University
Doshisha Women's College
<Office building>
Nintendo Co., Ltd. headquarters
Nippon Life Insurance Company headquarters
<Cultural facility>
Kyoto national museum
In addition, culture facilities, government offices,
educational facilities, medical facilities, commercial
facilities, apartment buildings, detached houses.

